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GAIN TRANSPARENCY
INTO YOUR FLEET’S
DRIVING HABITS TO
IMPROVE SAFETY, 
AVOID ACCIDENTS AND
RELATED EXPENSES

Solution also includes
features for better fleet
operations like Location

Monitor, Log Books,
Notifications, Report Accident, 

and Safety Campaigns.

Smartphone-based
telematics automatically

analyzes the fleet’s
driving habits and creates

self-awareness of high
risk driving behaviors.

Solution is available as a
subscription-service with a
standard configurations, or

as a private deployment for
branding, integrations, and

customizations.

Fleet Manager portal
analyzes driving behavior
data and visualizes current
safety levels, identify safe

drivers, and those who may
need additional training.

ENHANCE FLEET SAFETY WITH LOW-COST TELEMATICS

FLEET MANAGER PORTAL 3RD PARTY PORTAL

Business



INCREASE SAFETY & EFFICIENCY WITH DRIVING DATA
XEMPLAR DRIVE is a low-cost smartphone based telematics solution that leverages mobile, cloud, and web technology, enabling 
commercial fleets of all sizes to detect and address high-risk driving behaviors that could hurt fleet operations and profitability. For 
drivers, the mobile app provides deep insights into their driving habits and creates awareness of their day-to-day driving risks. For 
fleet owners/managers, Xemplar Drive serves as an effective tool to positively promote a safety culture by delivering actionable 
feedback to drivers and motivate them to improve their habits to increase overall safety.

Role based web portals allow fleet owners, administrators, and authorized parties to review key safety metrics and drill-down to 
individual drivers or specific trips. With over 50 graphs, reports, and fleet management functions, the web portals empower fleets 
to gain transparency into driver safety and create enforceable safety policies and programs.

Fleet Manager web portal to 
analyze driving data across multiple 
dimensions with real driving data

Drill-down to individual driver 
profiles and trips to identify high- risk 
areas for corrective actions.

Design and launch safety campaigns 
to motivate safer driving with 
rewards.

Identify training needs to enhance 
safety and prevent risk

Ability to create a geo-fence for 
individual drivers with real-time alerts

Provide data access to relevant 3rd 
parties for additional services

Risk  
Detection

Risk  
Management

ABOUT US
Our journey began in early 2015 while experimenting with smartphone technology to analyze 
motion patterns that led us to develop an innovative and economical smartphone telematics 
solution for loss containment. We then extended our capabilities to include numerous new 
features including policy and claim services, and developed turn-key solutions for Personal 
and Commercial P&C Insurers. Today, Xemplar is an established digital solutions company that 
offers both pre-configured and tailor-made solutions to insurers and commercial businesses, 
with many companies using our products and services to drive their digital transformation.

OUR PARTNERSHIPS 
We are creating a strong and growing network of strategic partners offering complementary products and services to meet unique 
needs of our customers. Please visit our website for further details.

Enable 24/7 monitoring or driver-
specific business hours (managed by 
the driver or system)

Automatic trip detection and 
recording based on motion- sensing.

Gather accurate and real- time trip 
data with start/ end times, routes, 
mileage, events, etc.

Analyze trips and provide feedback 
on trips as they are completed.

Individual behavior stats for self- 
analysis and improvement

Real-time traffic alerts based on 
current locations

Digital ID Cards and policy 
information

Built-in Report Accident feature to 
collect to collect photos, video, etc. 
at the scene for insurance claims

Last known driving location of 
drivers and their vehicles.

High risk trip alerts as soon as 
drivers complete them.

Automated daily logs showing trips 
data, routes, and stopped locations.

Send in-app notification messages 
and alerts to drivers in the field
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